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Wilderness survival training florida

Learn how to make it into tomorrow's U.S. elite wilderness and urban survival school. With expertise forged in the world's most challenging environments, our world-class network of survival experts provides incredible classes and usable training scenarios to help people feel more confident in an ever-changing world. We have trained and
continued to train military and paramilitary operators who use our experience and knowledge in the real world; civilians who think it's great to be prepared for any possibility; or those that want to choose to have incredible adventures while learning some valuable skills that they can't learn anywhere else. Why take survival classes? Today's
changing political and social climate requires innovative solutions that can be applied in high-threat environments as well as in low-profile operational environments. Whether it's training paramilitary secret groups to attack terrorist strongholds like ISIS, going through extreme environments, or simply a father who would like to trade in his tie
for a compass for a few days Urban Survival Academy has become a trusted partner for both the government and commercial clients by providing solutions that promote a fun but professional approach based on knowledge and training. Be sure to know that you have achieved skills that cannot be taught elsewhere, that in the worst cases
of your life, can help you to see the next day. (And simply, it's fun...) Our cadre of experienced instructors are former special forces agents with real experience; world reknown snipers or other 1 percenters who have a very special set of skills they would like to learn. The U.S. works as a team to promote a culture of integrity, excellence
and dignity in everything we do, making us trusted training schools. If it became unthinkable, would your child be ready? Kid wilderness survival skills training participants will learn survival skills such as: Planning for Outdoor Search Direction Shelter-Making Signaling for Help Tracking Hunting Tools Primitive Fishing Water Purification Fire
startup program content varies depending on the age of the group. Each participant will make a survival kit to take home. Children's survival skills training is $10.00 per child, $5.00 for teachers or chaperones. Available on site in Crowley or in your school or camp. For the Crowley trip site bring a bag of lunches and lunch to our picnic
tables.. To plan this trip, please fill out this form, please also sign and return by post or carry this responsibility waiver. Thanks! Click here to release the responsibilities of the Florida Outdoor Academy (FOA) is a group of educators, emergency medical professionals and passionate outdoor adventurers to share their passion for helping in
safer community through remote and disaster medical courses. Our team consists of climbers, climbers, cross country cyclists, tourists and expedition leaders who dedicate their passion for emergency medicine to both EMTs and paramedics certified through SOLO Wilderness Medical School, the longest ever running wilderness medical
school in the world. SOLO is a leader in wilderness medical classes such as: Wilderness First Aid, Wilderness First Responder, Wilderness EMT, and Geo Medic Series. Based in Jacksonville, Florida, we still travel and offer courses throughout the state of Florida and the Southeast, including Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana.
Do you need a course for your team or do you want to host a class with you? We offer private classes specific to your industry or open enrollment courses for individual students. Click here to host the course Rachel and Jesse have been fantastic! They worked with our group at a pace that met with everyone. We all learned so much and
felt confident to use the skills they taught us. They were able to learn such serious content with a level of humor and cheerfulness that everyone enjoyed learning. I can't wait to work with them again!read moreJenna TaylorKnowledgeable and experienced instructor. We came away feeling very satisfied with the experience; valuable course
for sure! Brian ZeitzI can't recommend this training enough! I have taken CPR and first aid training twice before and the level of teaching is incomparable. Rachel, has provided us with comprehensive and clear directions along with understanding what happens in people's bodies during various emergencies and what our responses are
actually doing to try and save them. She is incredibly knowledgeable and she has allayed many of the concerns I have had around various emergencies. Overall, I have remained confident and capable in the way I have never read before.read moreKatherine LesterRachel is a knowledgeable and competent coach and guide! Kayaking
with her is fun and interesting! I took the solo wilderness first aid bridge to re-certify my WFR with the Outdoor Academy and it was amazing! The instructor was very helpful and encouraging. The class was fun, but also very informative. I highly recommend them.read moreI took my WFR recert course and it far exceeded my expectations.
Rachel was an amazing instructor and the practical aspect of the course was both informative and fun. I highly recommend florida outdoor academy.read moreSerena EvansWhat amazing time we had at Jacksonvilles Florida Outdoor Academy! I took a wilderness first aid class, not only did I learn a ton, we had a great group, and amazing
instructors. You can really see the passion that instructors have and help others! Their love for nature and our ecosystem! Cant wait to get recertified in two years! I highly recommend this class!read moreMeaghan BlackmanIf your looking for wilderness first assistant that's right. I took the class because I have two boys and we are out as
much as possible. The class was highly informative and very interactive. I'm very confident that if something happens to the boys or anyone else in our group, I'll be able to help and not just be a spectator. Thank you for offering this course! My wife's next.read moreCARLOS CABRERAExcellent staff, an incredibly valuable lesson to take
your outdoor education to the next level with these guysDanielle S.The Wilderness first aid course has been a key ingredient for our team and Rachel and Garret's Florida Outdoor Academy made the experience amazing. Rachel assessed our needs in several interviews and gave us Garnet as an instructor. Her instincts were correct.
Garret created a supportive curriculum to make scenarios relevant to our unique envoronment. I felt like they really got us. I highly recommend it. Original Jedi staff.read moreKevin BandyTook wilderness first aid course. Great course. They take what can be dry material and make it interesting and fun. They also take the subject seriously,
but don't take it too seriously. I highly recommend them, if you need certification in this or other wilderness certifications.read moreTroop TwentyfourPo taking the WFR recertification course with the Florida Outdoor Academy, I feel more confident in my ability to handle emergencies in backcountry settings. Zoe CummingsThis WFR course
was an incredible experience! The instructors were very knowledgeable and made the class enjoyable, while instilling confidence in each student and their abilities. I would recommend this course anyone.read moreAdelaide Walker5 ++ STARS!!! As an RN for 5 years, I was a little skeptical about taking a first aid course... plus a little shy.
The truth is that my experience and training as a nurse still left a lot to learn about how to be a real emergency service; outside the structure of the hospital. I went into nursing to care and respond to people in need wherever I met them. It hit the nail on the head ... I can say it was one of the best courses I've ever done. The format of short
specific training modules, immediately followed by an application in the field outside the device, was PERFECT. Instructor Catherine J was completely world class! Warm, engaging and super sharp! She delivered a lot of vital rescue material in a short time:) Honestly, I can't recommend this course and foa enough. Thanks Catherine and
FOA!read more5++ STARS!!! As an RN for 5 years, I was a little skeptical about taking a first aid course... plus a little shy. The truth is that my experience and training as a nurse still left a lot to learn about how to be a real emergency service; outside the structure of the hospital. I went into nursing to care and respond to people in need
wherever I met them. It hit the nail on Head... I can say it was one of the best courses I've ever done. The format of short specific training modules, immediately followed by an application in the field outside the device, was PERFECT. Instructor Catherine J was completely world class! Warm, engaging and super sharp! She delivered a lot
of vital rescue material in a short time:) Honestly, I can't recommend this course and foa enough. Thanks to Catherine and FOA!read moreFlorida Outdoor Academy was a wonderful educational resource. I was able to be certified in the wild first aid (WFA) through their training from SOLO. Garrett and Cathrine were great instructors I'd
love to take a different class!read moreLogan NolanI just completed my (SOLO) Wilderness First Responder re-certification course with the Florida Outdoor Academy. What a fantastic course! Fortunately, as a professional guide and paddleports instructor I had very little opportunity to practice my wilderness first aid. This course was a
fantastic reminder of best practice in an emergency while in the area (and/or at home!). The instructors, Rachel and Garret, were super-knowledgeable, professional and respectable. And an added advantage for this course was the gathering of equally minded people who are still out there and bear in mind their responsibility to share the
natural world and are available to help others.read moreTommy ThompsonGreat SOLO WFA and WFR's recent course in Jax last weekend. Instructors and organisers were knowledgeable, professional, friendly and welcoming. We had a good time learning how to save lives. I highly recommend!read moreCatherine JeanKudos to florida
outdoor academy for hosting a wonder, informative, and hands on learning experience. I attended a WFA course last weekend and came home with a wealth of knowledge. I believe that I can now use the tools at my fingertips and heal/immobilize various diseases and injuries when the urban world is out of reach. Our instructor, Garrett
came up with open access, positive energy, and taught in a way that made all participants sponge in info. If I were injured in a desert setting with a group in attendance, I know that each of them would also have the confidence to take up their new skills; I'd trust them to give me the first help needed in an isolated environment.Read
moreTE StewartTook's Wilderness First Aid course, an excellent introduction to first aid and how to sign up in the backcountry. He gave me a lot to think about and train. Lectures are interrupted by practical scenarios. Excellent pairing of instructors that combine two very useful skillsets. Highly recommended!read moreLauren
BarthExcellent training and excellent teaching staff. Training is very intense and well thought outDon Sullivan Nov 28 &amp; 29 2020 Wilderness First Aid &amp; WFR Re-cert Dec 19 – 20 2020 Wilderness Aid &amp; WFR Re-cert Feb 28 – March 7 2021 Wilderness First Responder Owner / Wilderness EMT / SOLO Instructor Lead SOLO
Instructor / WEMT / Search &amp; Rescue Ropes Expert Owner / WEMT / Lead SOLO Instructor / Chief Expedition Officer Lead SOLO Instructor / WEMT WEMT
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